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P arcel model for peak shapes in chromatography
Numerical verification of the temporal distortion effect to peak
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Abstract

The traditional plate concept has been reassessed and improved to a parcel matrix model, which can be used to imitate the
chromatographic behavior of a hypothetic column on a computer worksheet. Under programmed conditions, various peak
shapes (nearly Gaussian, and with prolonged or fronting tails) are generated. The peak tailing has been separated into two
major fractions: spatial and temporal. The former fraction is caused by the retention nature of a column, whereas the latter is
induced by the observer’s relative position and the changing of the zone broadening rate. The temporal distortion effect can
be identified qualitatively and quantitatively through a normalized peak-overlapping process. In general, a chromatographic
peak may carry a prolonged (or normal type) tail under linear isotherms, while both prolonged and fronting tails will appear
under non-linear conditions. The temporal distortion is proved to be significant, and may be regarded as the major cause of
peak asymmetry in most cases. This is in contrast to the conclusions of many previous studies. The model is also eligible to
simulate chromatographic peaks for various injection sizes.
   2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction Further discussion on the tailing phenomenon is
diverse among different communities. Most routine

1 .1. Peak shape problems analysts would regard the peak tailings as malfunc-
tions or artifacts of the instrumentation, and ignore it

In analytical textbooks [1–3], the basic shape of a because it does not affect the quantification. The
chromatographic peak is usually assumed to be plate numbers can still be estimated in an empirical
‘‘symmetrical’’ and can be approximated by a Gaus- way [4]. To simulate skewed peak shapes, several
sian equation. In practice, the peak shapes may not equations (e.g. the exponentially modified Gaussian,
always be symmetrical. Skewed peaks do occur EMG) have been suggested [5–7]. The results have
frequently in the laboratory, either with prolonged been claimed to be successful and useful in solving
(normal type) or fronting (reverse type) tails. overlapped peaks on a chromatogram, regardless of
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modeling of peak tails. Although some potential wheres is the standard deviation of a sample zoneL

on the longitudinal coordinate (L axis), resultingsources that can cause peak deformation have been
from the accumulation of the initial zone width, theidentified [8,9], explanations are somewhat vague
effect of mass diffusion, the effect of retention by theand difficult to understand. Peak asymmetry prob-
stationary phase, and other physical effects such aslems, especially peak fronting, remain puzzling.
non-equal path, extra-column, etc. By combining allIt is deemed that something in the existing theories
mechanisms as a whole, the distribution can bemight have been misinterpreted or overlooked. The
approximated as a peak function by taking themost possible suspect would be the ‘‘temporal

2 2solution of Fick’s law (≠C /≠t 5D ≠ C /≠L 2 udistortion effect’’ [10]. If this effect has been proved x

≠C /≠L, where D is the empirical diffusion coeffi-to exist in a flow injection system, it must also occur
cient of the system,u the migration speed of anin chromatography. x

analyteX) to generate a Gaussian-type distribution
curve or the concentration profile,C(L), on the L1 .2. The fractions of tailing
coordinate [11]:

A peak tail can comprise two major fractions: C W 2 2o o 2(L2u t ) / 2sx L]]]C(L)5 e (2)]spatial and temporal. In the past, the spatial fraction Œ2p sLwas considered exclusively responsible for the tail-
where C and W are the initial concentration anding. The focus has been on the uneven packing of o o

zone width of the injected sample;t the timeresin in a column, shapes of detector, tube wall ]Œduration, ands 5 2Dt. The curve plotted for Eq.friction effects, etc. The temporal fraction, on the L

(2) at a selected time is a Gaussian peak, which iscontrary, has seldom been mentioned or discussed in
usually named the mass distribution pattern.the literature.

If this pattern is to be observed by a detector, theThe temporal contribution to the peak tailing may
coordinate should be transferred to a time scale, i.e.be described by a concept of relativity [10]: when a
plotted for C(t) instead ofC(L). By treatingL as ashape-changing subject (symmetrical or not
constant and time a variable, the curve plotted forsymmetrical) passes through a single fixed position
C(t) would turn from ‘‘symmetrical’’ to ‘‘notdetector, the observer will receive a distorted pattern
symmetrical’’ [12,13]. A tail is generated, not in thefrom the real image of that subject at a specific time.
space domain, but in a time domain. It should beFor column-type chromatography, the detector is
named the temporal tailing.usually located at the outlet of the column, which

In practice, it is still difficult to distinguish the tworecords signals when the sample zone passes
tailing fractions just from the peak appearance.through. If the zone broadening rate (ds /dt) in the
Although most analysts would prefer to solve thecolumn is large, the resultant chromatographic peak
peak asymmetry problems directly from the diffusionwill be distorted regardless of whether or not the
equations, it should be noted that the coefficientD inmass pattern is symmetrical. On the recorder, the
Eq. (2) comprises both diffusion and retention terms.temporal fraction of a tail is spatiallyfalse.
The diffusion effect is unlikely to cause a peak to be
asymmetrical. On the contrary, it diminishes rather1 .3. False tailing in diffusion models
than generates the asymmetry of a peak. Therefore
the diffusion approach sometimes might cause theIt is not difficult to find evidence of the false
problem to be more ambiguous. In this respect, thetailing fraction in previous diffusion models. In those
original plate concept [14,15], which focuses ‘‘only’’models, the formation of a peak in a chromato-
on the retention effect, is more straightforward andgraphic column is considered as the ‘‘broadening’’ of
practical.the sample zone (in terms of peak widthW or

standard deviations) by a number of mechanisms
1 .4. False tailing in plate models[1,2]. Mathematically it can be expressed as:

2 2 2 2
s 5s 1s 1s 1 . . . (1) Several practical plate models have been sug-L initial diffusion retention
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gested previously, including the dynamic plate model following isotherm (at a constant temperature):K 5

by Glueckauf [16] and the statistic plate model C /C , whereK is the distribution constant,C ands m s

suggested by Fritz and Scott [17]. In those models, C are the concentrations of a substance in them

the mass distribution patterns and the chromato- stationary and mobile phases, respectively. The
graphic peaks (or the exit time curve), are all not equilibrium can also be described in a mass unit if
symmetrical at initial stages or when the plate taking the volume factor to be constant:
number is small. However, those authors did not pay k95m /m (3)s mtoo much attention to the peak asymmetry problem.

wherek9 is the mass partition ratio between the twoTheir conclusions are made on the symmetrical side:
phases, which is frequently termed the capacity ratiothe peak shape will soon turn to a Gaussian curve
of a substance in a column.when the plate number increases; the tailing will be

Since the complete partition equilibrium caninsignificant and not important at large plate num-
‘‘never’’ be achieved, an apparent or dynamic parti-bers.
tion ratio k0 is introduced:Since the temporal distortion fraction has never

been separated and discussed individually, the authork05 d k9 (4)ubelieves that it could be the key to the deciphering of
where d is the degree of completeness of thethe peak asymmetry puzzle. It is very possible that u

equilibrium (ranges 0–1) at a given flow speedu. Itall types of peak tailings (prolonged or fronting)
may be described as an exponential function of thehave already been endorsed in the plate concept, but
equilibrium time (t ) in a plate, which is a reciprocalhave yet to be interpreted appropriately. A detailed eq

function of the flow speedu. When the effluent flowsreassessment on those plate models is deemed neces-
very slowly, d approaches 1 andk0¯ k9; whereassary. u

when the flow is at a fast speed, bothd and k0 canu

be very small.1 .5. Focus of this study
At constant flow speed,k0 can be influenced by

temperature and the composition of the mobileThe targets of the present study are to improve the
effluent. In many applications these conditions areplate model so that spatial and temporal tailing
programmed to change in order to obtain optimalfractions can be verified separately, and to exemplify
separations (e.g. the elevation of temperature for GCpossible situations that may cause prolonged and
and the changing of effluent composition for HPLC).fronting peaks. In combination it is expected to
Under these non-linear conditions, the partition ratioprovide analysts with a practical tool for simulating,
k0 becomes a variable with time and should bepredicting and solving chromatographic peaks before
denoted ask0(t).and after commencing an experiment. The skills of

using a computer worksheet as suggested by de
Levie [18,19] were generally adopted, but expanded 2 .2. The parcel concept
to include various isotherms. A ‘‘parcel’’ concept has
been proposed, which enables the contribution of the To advance the plate equilibrium continuously
temporal distortion effect to be more clearly dis- along a column, Glueckauf [16] added a ‘‘time’’
played. label to each plate to show its location along the time

coordinate. To further expand the usage of this
concept, the ‘‘time-labeled plate’’ has been regarded

2 . Theoretical as a ‘‘parcel’’ in this paper.
A parcel is defined as a unit section of a column at

2 .1. Equilibrium in a plate a particular moment. Allowing the column lengthL
to be separated into many small sections,L 5 nDL,

In plate theory [14], a ‘‘plate’’ is a unit section or and the time durationt to be divided into many small
layer of a narrow column. For partition chromatog- time steps,t 5tDt, each parcel is denoted asP(n,t)
raphy the equilibrium within a plate should obey the with a section numbern and a time step numbert.
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The n 3t parcel matrix imitates the entire column is decided by a diffusion coefficientD and the
operation over the time duration, and a parcel is the gradients between parcel pairs, e.g.P(n 2 1,t 21) /
minimal fraction unit of this matrix. P(n,t 21) andP(n,t 21) /P(n 1 1,t 2 1).

The mean flow velocity (u) of the mobile effluent The total mass within a parcelP(n,t) is marked as
is defined to beu 5 L /t 5 nDL /tDt, or u 5 n /t 3 m , and it can be split into the stationary andt(n, t )

DL /Dt. Since the calculation is made ‘‘section-by- mobile phases, i.e.m and m , respectively,s(n, t ) m(n, t )

section’’ and ‘‘step-by-step’’, andn and t are all according to the dynamic equilibrium at a given time
integers, a dimensionless flow velocityv is defined step:
to be 1 for the discrete calculation on the parcel

ms(n, t )matrix. ]]k0 t 5 (6)s d mm(n, t )

2 .3. Mass flux balance in a parcel
The total incoming mass is re-distributed into the

two phases:The complete mass balance for a given parcel
P(n,t) can be expressed in terms of mass fluxes (F ,i m 5m 3 k0(t) / [k0(t)11] (7)s(n, t ) t(n, t )
the mass changes per time step, see Fig. 1):

m 5m / [k0(t)11] (8)F 5F 1F 1F 1F 5F m(n, t ) t(n, t )incoming 1 2 3 4 output

5F 1F 1F 1F (5)5 6 7 8
After the equilibrium, the mass fluxes that leave

the parcelP(n,t) are:F , the stationary fraction mass5The total incoming flux forP(n,t) includes:F , the1
transported toP(n,t 1 1); F , part of the mobile6stationary mass transported fromP(n,t 21); F , the2
fraction mass transported toP(n 11,t 11); and F7mobile mass transported fromP(n 21,t 21); andF3
and F , part of the mobile-phase mass diffused to8and F , the mass diffused fromP(n 21,t 21) and4
P(n 1 1,t 1 1) andP(n 2 1,t 1 1), respectively.P(n 1 1,t 2 1). The magnitude of the diffusion flux

2 .4. Simplified parcel matrix

The reproduction of a single parcel to ann 3t

matrix gives a cross-linked structure, which indicates
all possible mass transportation routes in the column
operation. However, the calculation can be quite
complex if the diffusion fluxes are included. As
mentioned in Section 1.3, the addition of the diffu-
sion terms does not really help an analyst to answer:
‘‘why is the peak shape not symmetrical?’’. For these
reasons, the parcel matrix is simplified by deleting
all diffusion fluxes and leaving only the transporta-
tion routes for the stationary and mobile phases (Fig.
2). However, it is still possible to add the diffusion
effect later as a modification, after the basic peak
shape has been generated (please note that a diffu-
sion modification will make the peak slightly wider,

Fig. 1. Mass flux balance of a single parcel on the longitudinal– but will not affect the trend of the skewness).
temporal dimensions. The total incoming mass received from the

Thus, the simplified mass balance for a parcelleft parcels (F 5F 1F 1F 1F ) is re-distributed intoincoming 1 2 3 4

P(n,t) becomes:stationary and mobile phases, and they are delivered out to the
parcels on the right (F 5F 1F 1F 1F ); whereoutput 5 6 7 8

F 5F . m 1m 5m 1m (9)incoming output s(n, t21) m(n21, t21) s(n, t ) m(n, t )
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Fig. 2. A simplified longitudinal–temporal parcel matrix formed by cross-linking the transportation routes for the stationary and mobile
phases and deleting (for clearance) the possible mass diffusion routes.

Accordingly, a ‘‘unit’’ parcel contains just two upper one form and the lower form . Thes(n, t ) m(n, t )

calculation terms: unit parcel is copied both longitudinally (vertically
down) and temporally (horizontally right) to give an

m 5 [m 1m ]k0(t) / [k0(t)1 1]s(n, t ) s(n, t21) m(n21, t21) n 3t matrix (see Fig. 3 for a 636 example).
(10) Two additional parcel sets are also created. The

parcel set fromP(1,0) to P(n,0) imitates the initial
state of the virtual column; and the other fromP(0,0)m 5 [m 1m ] / [k0(t)11]m(n, t ) s(n, t21) m(n21, t21)
to P(0,n) is reserved for the hypothetic injector.

(11)

The same conditions apply to all parcels on the 2 .6. Injection size
matrix. The directions of the calculation (delivery of
values) are horizontally for the stationary phase and The size of the injector on the matrix is usually
diagonally for the mobile phase. unique, but can be optional and adjustable. For a

single impulse injection, the injector occupies only
one parcel atP(0,0). To double the sample size, it2 .5. Parcel matrix on worksheet
occupies two parcels fromP(0,0) to P(0,1). For
frontal analysis or pre-concentration simulations inThe parcel matrix can be displayed on a computer
which the sample is loaded continuously, the injectorworksheet, e.g. Microsoft Excel. The recursion treat-
can be further expanded to the right end of thement is quite similar to that suggested by de Levie
matrix.[18]. Each parcel occupies two worksheet cells, the
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Fig. 3. Setting up of ann 3t parcel matrix on the Microsoft Excel worksheet by copying the recursion equations within a unit parcel (e.g.
in P(1,1)) along both coordinates. Each parcel occupies two worksheet cells (the upper for the stationary phase and the lower for the mobile
phase). The hypothetic injector occupies a row of parcels fromP(0,0) toP(0,t) depending on the sample size. If a single impulse is needed
then a mass value is filled into the mobile phase cell ofP(0,0). The redistribution equilibrium is governed byk0(t), which is variable with
time step and can be programmed (in the 3rd row cells) to be consistent, stage-wise or continuous decreasing.

2 .7. Programmable k0(t) 2 .8. Operating the parcel matrix

The k0(t) value can be programmed, as either The procedures of operating the parcel matrix are
consistent, stage-wise decreasing or continuous de- as follows.
creasing. For linear isotherms, thek0(t) values for all 1. Define the status of the isotherm by inputting a
time steps are the same (filled all cells with the same value for the decay constant (l). In linear cases,
value). For stage-wise changing, different values can l5 0.

99 99be filled for several time step periods, e.g.k0(t)5 k 2. Input an initialk value att50; then fill other1 o

99from t to t , k0(t)5 k from t to t , . . . etc. In k0(t) cells with desired values or copy an equation0 1 2 1 2

many circumstances the changing of isotherm can be to the entire time step duration. In linear cases,
99made continuously, either in a ‘‘direct’’ or ‘‘ex- k0(t)5 k .o

ponential’’ relationship to the time step. For this, one 3. For a single impulse, fill a mass value formm(0,0)

may choose either of the following equations and fill inP(0,0). If the injector occupies more than one
into the corresponding cells on the worksheet: parcel, fill all other parcels with the same values.

Once the injection has been done, the worksheet
99k0(t)5 k (12lt) 0#lt # 1 (12) generates immediately two data (m and m ) foro s m

each parcel and fills automatically the wholen 3
or, t parcel matrix.

4. Select a timet to view the mass distributions: the
2lt99 data sets in the vertical parcel columnP(n,t) arek0(t)5 k e (13)o

used for plotting three ‘‘mass distribution pro-
where l is the decay constant. To simulate GC files’’ along then coordinate, namely, the mass in
operation the latter equation is much more prefer- the stationary phase, mobile phase, and total (sum
able, as the dropping ofk0(t) is in a reciprocal of both).
relationship to the temperature elevation rate (dT / 5. Select a longitudinal position to view the ‘‘elution
dt). On the matrix, Eqs. (12) and (13) can also be profile’’ or ‘‘chromatogram’’. The chromato-
written in recursion forms as:k0(t)5 k0(t 21)2l graphic peak, if observed by a hypothetical
and k0(t)5 k0(t 21)(12l), respectively. detector located at a positionn 5N, refers to the
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m data (mobile phase only) in the horizontal although the peak appears att , its theoreticalm(N, t ) r

parcel setP(N,t). The diagram is plotted along the standard deviation should still refer to the mass
t coordinate. position att , and is estimated by:rm

6. If DL andDt have been defined (e.g.DL 5 1 cm;
s (t )¯s (t )(k0(t )1 1) (16)t rm n rm rmDt 5 1 s, or else), then the above dimensionless

plots can be transformed toL or t coordinates. 3. On the matrix.
• The migration speed (v (t)): the rate of longi-m

2 .9. Peak parameters on matrix tudinal movement of the mass center per time
step, defined as:

Following the above procedures, two types of
Dn (t) 1pdiagrams (spatial and temporal) can be generated. ]] ]]]v (t)5 5 (17)m Dt k0(t)1 1The definitions of the peak parameters are described

separately as follows. The highest migration speed is 1 whenk0(t)5
1. Along then coordinate, at a selectedt. 0, and becomes near zero whenk0(t) is very

• Mass peak heights (h , h , h ): the maximumt s m large.
mass values (refer to total, stationary and • The migration route of the mass center (n (t)):pmobile phases, respectively) that appear in a it is obtained by a recursion calculation on the
vertical parcel set at a selected time step. parcel matrix:

• Mass peak position (n ): the section numberp
n (t)5 n (t 21)1Dn (18)that contains the maximum mass values (mass p p p

maxima for the stationary and mobile phases
• The migration slope (ort /n ratio): a reciprocalare synchronized).

function of migration speedv (t), or t /n(t)5• Arrival time of the mass peak (t ): for a fixed mrm
k0(t)11.column length, the total time step required for

• Peak locations: for a given column lengthN,the mass peak to arrive at the detector.
the migration route curve crosses the horizon-• Band broadening rate: mathematically defined
tal n 5N line at the parcel addressP(N,t );following the suggestion by Fritz and Scott rm

whereas the chromatographic peak is seen at[17]:
the addressP(N,t ). The two addresses co-r]]

Ds ts d k0(t)n œ incide only whenk0(t) is zero or very small.]] ]]]5 (14)
Dt k0(t)1 1

2 .10. Overlapping the spatial and temporal peaks• Standard deviation of the sample zone (s (t)):n

on the worksheet, the recursion calculation
Although the mass pattern should never be ob-formula can be written as:

served by a single detector, it can be displayed]]]]]2 2
s (t)5 s (t 21) 1Ds (15) hypothetically by the matrix. It would be interestingœn n n

to find out how will this pattern be twisted if it were
seen by a detector. This offers a quantitative measure• Peak width on n coordinate (W (t)): it isn

of the temporal distortion effect.defined asW (t)54s (t).n n

However, the spatial and temporal peaks cannot be2. Along thet coordinate, at a selectedn.
plotted directly on the same coordinate, and a• Chromatographic peak height (h ): the maxi-t

normalization process must be taken. The majormum value found in the ‘‘mobile phase cells’’
concerns are the mirror image effect due to theof the horizontal parcel set.
observing position, and the expanding effect due to• Chromatographic peak position (t ): the equiv-r

the migration speed. To compensate for these effects,alent to the traditional ‘‘retention time’’ of a
the n coordinate should be firstly converted to 2N 2peak that appears on the recorder chart. It does
n coordinate, and then multiplied by a factornot equalt by definition.rm

k0(t )1 1.• Appeared peak standard deviation (s (t )): rmt rm
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Fig. 4. Axial transformations for the overlapping of the spatial profile and temporal peak at the mapping centerP(N,t ). Left, collectrm

mobile-phase mass data alongn andt coordinates. Right, re-plot data on the normalized (2N 2 n)(k0(t )11) andt 2t coordinates, andrm rm

then overlap the two diagrams.

The mapping procedures are suggested below peaks were plotted for detectors atn55, 10, and 15,
(also see Fig. 4). respectively (Fig. 6).
Step 1 For a given column lengthN, locate the

addressP(N,t ) as the mapping center for 3 .2. General aspects of the linear parcel modelrm

both peaks.
Step 2 Obtain ‘‘only’’ the mobile-phase mass val- Under linear isotherms, and if the sample size

ues (together with their correspondingn or t injected is limited to a ‘‘single impulse’’, the present
scaling values) along the vertical column parcel matrix model is no different from that sug-
and horizontal row. gested by de Levie [18,19]. It is also equivalent to

Step 3 Re-plot the vertical mass values on the (2N– the binominal equations that derived from a statisti-
n)(k0(t )11) coordinate. cal discrete plate model by Fritz and Scott [17].rm

Step 4 Re-plot the horizontal mass values on the Thus, the masses contained within a parcel at any
t 2 t coordinate. given addressP(n,t) can also be expressed as:rm

Step 5 Overlap the two re-plotted peaks on one 1. in stationary phase:
diagram.

ms(n, t )The difference (or the residual curve) between the
t2n11 n21(t21)! k0 1normalized spatial and temporal curves gives the

]]]] ]] ]]S D S D5mo‘‘net’’ temporal distortion effect. k011 k011(t2n)!(n21)!

(19)

2. in mobile phase:
3 . Numerical demonstration under linear

mm(n, t )isotherms
t2n n(t 2 1)! k0 1

]]]]] ]] ]]S D S D5mo k01 1 k01 1(t 2 n)!(n 2 1)!3 .1. Demonstration of a single impulse injection
(20)

A 30350 parcel matrix was found to be conveni- 3. the total (sum of both phases):
ent to illustrate the shape of a single peak under

mlinear isotherms, i.e.l50 and k0(t)5 k0. In this t(n, t )

t2nsection sixk0 values (i.e.k050.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and n21(t 2 1)! k0 1
]]]]] ]] ]]S D S D5m5) were used. The injector occupied one parcel, and o k01 1 k01 1(t 2 n)!(n 2 1)!

the injected mass number (m ) was 1. Mass dis-o (21)tributions were examined att510, 20 and 30,
respectively (Fig. 5); whereas chromatographic wheren, t, t 2 n .0. Plotting of these equations,
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Fig. 5. Mass distribution patterns for the stationary phase (m , solid circle), mobile phase (m , open circle) and total (m 5m 1m , opens m t s m

cube) along then coordinate under linear isotherms. Data are calculated att510, 20 and 30, respectively, with variousk0 values. The
position of the mass centern as well as the corresponding heights forh , h and h are also given to each mass peak.p s m t

e.g. m (n) or m (n), along then coordinate at a Even though those authors have discussed thet m

given t gives the mass distribution patterns. general features of the chromatographic peak shapes
Plotting of Eq. (20) in the formm (t) along thet previously, it is still worthwhile to re-examine them

coordinate for a column lengthn 5N gives the peak parameters in both spatial and temporal coordi-
chromatographic peak. nates, and to find the differences between the two.
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3 .3. Mass profiles pands like a ridge on the matrix. The migration
speed isv 5 1/(k011), and thet /n slope isk01 1.m

The mass profiles shown in Fig. 5 clearly indicate Ideally, for the single impulse injection, the migra-
that they are influenced by both thek0 value and tion route should be described byn 5 v t. How-p m

observation time in terms of shape, position, as well ever, this is obeyed only whenk05 0; a consistent
as the peak height. For the single impulse injection, shift is found for thosek0.0. For example, when
the ‘‘k050’’ and ‘‘ k051’’ are decisive boundaries k05 1, the mass maxima are found in the parcels of
controlling the skewness of a mass peak: P(1,1), P(1.5,2), P(2,3), P(4,7), P(6,11), P(10,
1. whenk05 0, the mass will not enter the stationary 19), . . . etc., and the migration route becomes:

phase at any time, and will appear at the void
n (t)5t /(k011)1 0.5 (22)pposition without shape-changing;

2. when 0, k0, 1 the mass distributes more in the
The 0.5 is named the ‘‘longitudinal shift’’, a practicalmobile phase, and the migration speed is rela-
term for the parcel matrix. The shift is because thetively fast. The patterns for the mobile phase,
injected size is not zero but 1DL, therefore the initialstationary phase, as well as the sum of both, all
mass center is at the10.5 position on thenlook non-symmetrical. The skewness is more
coordinate. To show the peak position on a matrix,obvious whenk0 is very small or near zero, the
then value of Eq. (22) should be rounded off to theppeaks lean slightly toward the right on the chart (a
nearest integer unless with a decimal value of exactlymirror image of a normal-type tailing), and the
0.5 (at which the mass center lies exactly betweenpeak positions are close to the void position;
two parcels). For example, ift520 andk050.1; the3. whenk05 1 the mass distributes evenly between
value for n (20) is 18.68 and the mass center willpthe stationary and mobile phases and the patterns
appear in parcelP(19,20); whenk05 0.2, n (20)5pare completely symmetric over the entire time
17.17, the mass center will be in parcelP(17,20);duration;
when k051, n (20)510.5, the mass center liesp4. whenk0.1, the situations invert tok0, 1. More
betweenP(10,20) andP(11,20).mass fraction tends to stay in the stationary phase.

The time required for a mass center reaching theThe peaks lean toward the left (a mirror image of
end of a column (lengthN) is marked ast :rma fronting-type tailing) and the migration along

the column is relatively slow. t 5 (N 2 0.5)(k011) (23)rmIt is also found that the total mass curves for
k05 0.2 and 5 are mirror images of each other, so as

When the column is long, the 0.5 shift may nofor k05 0.5 and 2, and everyk0 and 1/k0 pairs. The
longer be important and the equation will appeardifference would be that the proportions of the mass
similar to that found in textbooks. However, itin the stationary and mobile phases are reversed.
should be emphasized thatt should not be treatedrmIf the injector size were larger than one parcel, the
as the conventional retention timet for a chromato-rgeneral trends as stated above are still applicable;
graphic peak.only the patterns fork05 1 are no longer completely

Again, Eqs. (22) and (23) are valid for the singlesymmetrical in the starting stage.
impulse injection only. The increase of sample size
will cause an extra delay for bothn andt .p rm3 .4. Position of mass peaks on the matrix

The location of the maximum mass values in the 3 .5. Zone broadening on the n coordinate
vertical parcel set is the position of the mass peak. It
may not necessarily be found in a single parcel In principle, the broadening of a sample zone is a
because sometimes the values for two adjacent function of the square root of time step numbert, as
parcels are identical. In this case a 0.5 unit is stated in Eq. (15). However, since the initial sample
employed to address the peak position. zone on the matrix is not zero, an initials (0) valuen

If k0 is constant, the maximum mass value ex- of 0.34 should be included:
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Fig. 6. Chromatographic peaks (with variousk0) observed at positionsn55, 10 and 15, respectively, under linear isotherms. The retention
time (t ) and peak height (h ) are labeled on each diagram. The peak tailing is induced by a combined effect of the asymmetry of the massr t

distribution and the non-simultaneous detection. Atk05 1 the asymmetrical tailing should attribute exclusively to the latter.

]]]]]] 2 and mobile phase peaks are identical. The widestŒk0t2 S D]]s (t)5 0.34 1 (24) zone width in a column occurs whenk05 1. Forn œ k01 1
example, att520, k05 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and 5, the

The standard deviations for the total, stationary, standard deviationss (20) are 1.33, 1.70, 2.14, 2.26,n
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2.14, and 1.70, respectively, centering atk051. A m ]o Œ]]]]similar situation applies toW (t), which is defined to h (t)¯ 3 k0 (28)]]]]n s 2p(t 1 0.5)œbe 4s (t).n

m 1o
]]]] ]]h (t)¯ 3 (29)]]]] ]m Œ3 .6. Mass patterns in Gaussian form k02p(t 1 0.5)œ

where 0.1, k0, 10.If the injected size is 1, and ifk0 value is not too
large or too small (0.1, k0, 10), the total mass

3 .8. Chromatographic peak shapespatterns generated by the parcel matrix (in Fig. 5)
can be approximated by a Gaussian equation:

As shown in Fig. 6, the chromatographic peaks
m 22 generated by the matrix are all asymmetrical with ao 2 n2n (t ) / 2s (t )s dp n]]]m (n)5 e (25)]t Œ prolonged tail, no matter where the detector is2ps (t)n

located. Takingk05 1 for instance, the mass dis-
where then (t) term is substituted by Eq. (22), and tributions should be symmetrical at all time steps;p

the s (t) term is substituted by Eq. (24). The mass but if viewed by the recorder, all peaks have a tail. Inn

patterns for the stationary and mobile phases,m (n) this case the tailing should be attributed exclusivelys

and m (n), synchronize withm (n) with the same to the temporal effect. Ifk0< 1, the spatially non-m t

position and standard deviation. They can be ex- asymmetrical profile (normal type) will be slightly
pressed in similar Gaussian equations after multiply- more skewed, as both spatial and temporal tailing
ing the corresponding mass fraction factors: fractions synchronize. Whenk04 1, the spatial

asymmetry is in the opposite direction to the tempo-k0
ral tailing, but it will be compensated by the latter.]]m (n)5 m (n) (26)s tk011 The resultant peak shape, although flat, still carries a
normal type tail.1

]]m (n)5 m (n) (27)m tk01 1
3 .9. Temporal shift of peak position on t

Note that these equations should not be used whencoordinate
the sample size is larger than 1.

The appearance of a chromatographic peak sum-
mit on the time coordinate for a column lengthN is3 .7. Mass peak heights
regarded as the retention timet . For example, whenr

k05 1 and n510, the peak summits were found atSince the peak area (A ) must be conservative,n

positions of P(1,1), P(2,2.5), P(3,4.5),A ~hW (h the peak height), the widest peak widthn n

P(10,18.5) . . . etc., a 1.5t unit ahead of the migra-occurs atk05 1 which refers to the lowest peak
tion route. A general form is given:height h for the total mass. The relationships be-

tweenh , h , andh (peak heights for the stationary,s m t t 5t 2 0.5k0 (30)r rmmobile phases and total sum, respectively) andk0
values are shown in Fig. 7. Theh (k0) and h (k0) where the 0.5k0 term is named the ‘‘temporal shift’’.s m

curves cross atk051. If taking a logarithmic scale Thus, the chromatographic peak would appear at the
for k0, then the two curves are mirror images to each parcel position ofn5N andt5‘‘the nearest integer
other centering at logk05 0. If both axes are of (N 2 0.5) (k01 1)2 0.5k0 unless with a decimal
logarithmic, then the two curves appear like an ‘‘X’’ of exactly 0.5 time units’’. For example, whenk05
shape (between21, log k0, 1), with slopes of 0.5 0.5 and n510, the chromatographic peak will be
for log h and 20.5 for log h . found at parcelP(10,14); whenk05 5 and n510,s m

Thus, the peak heights for the stationary and the peak summit will appear atP(10,54.5) instead of
mobile mass patterns found on the parcel matrix (at a P(10,57) orP(10,60).
given t) can also be estimated by: The finding of the temporal shift is no surprise to
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Fig. 7. Top, relationships between the mass peak height (h ) and partition ratio (k0) at t510, 20 and 30, respectively. Middle and bottom,m

logarithmic plots forh vs. log k0 and logh vs. log k0 are also presented. The heights for the stationary phase (m ), mobile phase (m ) ands m

total (m ) are marked with solid circle, open circle and cube, respectively. Arrows indicate the height data forh at k051 or log h at logt m m

k05 0.

chromatography, as similar conclusions have already length (section number), therefore it should not be
been demonstrated by Golshan-Shirazi and Guiochon ignored under the linear conditions unlessk0 is
[13] for at least three types of chromatographic nearly zero.
models including: the plate or tank-in-series model,
the statistical model, and the solutions of the partial 3 .10. Zone width on t coordinate
differential equations for mass transfer kinetics along
a column. In those theories the peaks generated all The chromatographic peak shows the mobile-
lean toward the left on the time coordinate, and the phase mass fraction only. Since total peak area ont

position of the observed peak summit appears slight- coordinate (A ) must be conservative (A 5 A 5mt t n o

ly earlier than that expected for the mass center. on the parcel matrix), the chromatographic peak will
The temporal shift is independent of column appear flatter than does the mass profile. According
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to Eq. (16), the standard deviation of a temporal mass center arrives at the detector att 511, 19 andrm

peak should expand by a factor ofk01 1 during the 29, respectively. Accordingly, parcelsP(10,11),
axial transformation. For example, ifk051, then P(10,19) andP(10,29) are chosen as the mapping
s (t )52s (t ); k05 5, s (t )5 6s (t ). centers. By re-plotting the mass profiles on a normal-t r n rm t r n rm

ized coordinate, i.e. the (2N 2 n)(k011) axis, and
overlapping it onto the temporal peak diagram on a

3 .11. Chromatographic peak in Gaussian form normalizedt 2t coordinate, the temporal distor-rmunder linear isotherm tion effect can be clearly identified.
For k05 0.2, the mass peak is initially asymmetri-

Like the mass patterns, chromatographic peaks cal. Although it has a comparative quick expanding
generated by the parcel matrix (Fig. 6) can be rate but moves fast through the detector, the chro-
approximated by a convoluted Gaussian function matographic response implies only a little temporal
[10]. The convolution of Eq. (27) for a given column distortion of the spatial pattern. Atk051, the mass
length n 5N will lead to the following equation: profiles are all spatially symmetrical; and therefore

the tailing is completely temporal. Fork052, them 2o 2[t2(N20.5)(k011)] / 2k0t]]]m (t)5 e (31)]]m mass peak is asymmetrical and tilting to the reverseŒ2pk0t
direction. The temporal effect overwhelms the spa-
tially fronting fraction, leading to an apparent nor-This equation is quite similar to that derived by de
mal-type tailing.Levie [18]. Although the 0.5 term is not shown in his

The peak mapping also indicates that the temporalequation, he did mention in text that the addition of
effect is minimal whenk0 is small or the residence0.5 gives a better approximation.
time is short; and it becomes dominant whenk0 is
large or the residence time is long. However, in the

3 .12. Chromatographic peak height latter case, the appearance of the peak on the
recorder chart will be wide and flat, which might

The chromatographic peak heighth(t ) may ber cause most analysts to think that it has become a
slightly higher than the mass peak heighth (t ), i.e.m rm Gaussian shape (actually it is not at all times). This
the mobile-phase mass value inP(N,t ) may ber probably explains why the temporal distortion effect
slightly higher than that inP(N,t ). The difference,rm has always been ignored.
however, is rather small. The peak height that
appears on the temporal coordinate can be estimated
by the following equation: 3 .14. The effect of sample size

m 1o
]]] ]]h (N)¯ 3 (32) As it has been described in textbooks [2], the]] ]t Œ2pt k0œ rm increasing sample size will cause the peak height to

be increased in an exponential trend, and a delay ofwheret 5 (N 2 0.5)(k011).rm the peak position occurs. The large-size injection can
be interpreted as a summation of many small one-

3 .13. Temporal distortion under linear isotherms impulse peaks that overlap together, each having a
small time lag. However, the resultant peak shape

For a mass peak centering at a parcel positionP(N, can hardly be expressed by a single equation.
t ), one can compare the mobile mass peak shapes The present parcel matrix model provides a con-rm

from both vertical and horizontal directions, after the venient numerical approach for simulating the peak
longitudinal axis has been normalized to cope with shapes for various sample sizes. To double the
the temporal scaling. Examples of the overlapped sample volume one only needs to input the same
peak mappings are shown in Fig. 8. Threek0 values mass number (m ) into both P(0,0) and P(0,1)o

(0.2, 1, and 2) were used to demonstrate three types parcels. For larger sizes one can input a row of data
of mass peaks (normal tailing, symmetrical, and along the parcel setP(0,0),P(0,1),P(0,2) . . . and so
reverse tailing). For a column length ofN510, the forth. If the incoming sample is continuous, the mass
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Fig. 8. Verification of the temporal distortion effect by overlapping spatial and temporal peaks under linear isotherms. Top, mass profiles
plotted on 2N 2 n coordinate fork05 0.2, 1 and 2, respectively, centering atn510. Stationary phase, open triangle; mobile phase, black
circle; total mass, open square. Middle, chromatographic peaks on thet 2t coordinate fork05 0.2, 1 and 2, centering att511, 19 andrm

29, respectively, marked with open circle. Bottom, normalized mapping plots on (202 n)(k01 1) andt 2t coordinates. The differencerm

between the two curves contributes to the temporal distortion effect.

can be filled from P(0,0) to infinite P(0,t), the Fig. 9a–c). The mass peak position (n ) will have anp

resultant chromatogram will become the ‘‘break- apparent delay, this is because of the late entrance of
through curve’’ as can be seen in the frontal analysis. the mass center (Fig. 9d). The migration speednm

Examples are given in Fig. 9. In this demonstra- seems to be slower than expected in the starting
tion the mass and temporal peaks are plotted for five period, but it will reach the normal speed whent is
sample sizes (i51, 2, 5, 10 and 20, respectively). long enough, or after all sample sections have
Threek0 values (0.2, 1 and 2) are used. The mobile- entered the column bed.
phase mass profiles are plotted att520, and the On the temporal coordinate, all chromatographic
temporal chromatographic peaks are plotted at a peaks are in ‘‘distorted mirror-images’’ to the mass
detecting position ofn520. patterns (see Fig. 9f–h). Accordingly, when the

In general, whenk0 is small, the increase of the sample size is increased, the peak appearance time
sample size will give rise to a ‘‘plateau-like’’ sample will have an extra delay (Fig. 9i). The peak heights
zone; and whenk0 is large, the mass profile will are also increased depending on the injection size
maintain its peak shape, only it is fatter or wider (see andk0 value (Fig. 9j).
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Fig. 9. Effects of changing injection sizes (injection sizesi51, 2, 5, 10 and 20, respectively) on the peak shape and parameters. Left, on the
spatial coordinates; right, on the temporal coordinate. (a–c) Mobile-phase mass patterns fork05 0.2, 1 and 2, respectively, at time step
t520. (d) Shift of the mass peak positions with the increase of the injection sizes,n vs. i. (e) Increase of the mass peak height with thep

increase of the injection sizes,h vs. i. (f–h) Chromatographic peak heights fork050.2, 1 and 2, respectively, as observed atn520. (i)m

Delay of the temporal peak position with the increase of the injection sizes,t vs. i. (j) Increase of the temporal peak height with the increaser

of the injection sizes,h vs. i.t

4 . Numerical demonstration under non-linear ising chromatographic peak shapes, its usefulness is
isotherms quite limited. Whenk0 is large, the retention time

will be long, and the peak shape will appear to be
4 .1. Conditions of changing isotherms

very ‘‘flat’’. Also, no fronting peak shape will be
Although the linear parcel matrix produces prom- generated at any linear circumstance. Therefore it
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cannot be applied to simulate the separation of a jection size and mass value are all 1, and the detector
99variety of components, or to compose a chromato- is placed atn55. The initial k value is 8, buto

gram as commonly seen in the laboratory. changes to 0.8 att511. The impacts on the migra-
However, it should be noted again that what can tion route, peak width and mass patterns are (as

be observed on the recorder is just a distorted image, illustrated in Fig. 11) as follows.
not the real spatial pattern. A ‘‘flat’’ chromatographic 1. The migration route turns downward; thet /n
peak (ont coordinate) does not mean that the sample ratio changes from 9 to 1.8.
zone is ‘‘wide’’ in the column (onn coordinate). On 2. The expanding rate of the sample zone becomes
the contrary, the bandwidth, although invisible to the larger aftert 5 11, judging from the standard
detector, may still be narrow even if the time is quite deviation or peak width.
long, only the migration speed is slow. If the 3. The mass within a parcel re-distributes after the
isotherm can be changed (k0(t) value drops down), it changing. For example, the mass ratio between
is possible to release the mass from the stationary the stationary and mobile phases is 8 before
phase and to speed up the migration, thus giving a t510 and becomes 0.8 aftert511. In other
shaper chromatographic peak. words, a substantial fraction of mass is released

In practice, this can be done by elevating tempera- from the stationary phase and appeared in the
ture (for GC), increasing the ionic strength or mobile phase. The migration speed is accelerated
altering the polarity of the mobile solvent (for accordingly.
HPLC) [2,3]. In the present model, these conditions 4. The appearance of the chromatographic peak is
can be simulated by the programming ofk0(t) values earlier with a much higher peak height compared
on a computer worksheet. to that if thek0(t) value was not changed.

4 .2. Effects of changing k0 to peak parameters 4 .3. Temporal distortion when k0(t) changes

The sudden change of thek0(t) value of a com- A further verification of the ‘‘spatial tailing’’ or
ponent during its migration in a column will prompt- ‘‘temporal tailing’’ is made on a 20360 matrix (Fig.
ly influence the migration route, the zone broadening 12). In this demonstration a compound with an initial

99and the final peak appearance. An example is k value of 8 is injected (the mass value is 1) into ao

demonstrated in Fig. 10. In this example, the in- column having a hypothetic detector placed atn510.

Fig. 10. A 10320 non-linear parcel matrix demonstrates the changing of the migration behaviors of a sample with an initial mass value of
991, and an initialk 5 8, which changes from 8 to 0.8 aftert511. The vertical shaded data sets att58 and 16 are plotted for the masso

profiles, whereas the horizontal shaded data row atn55 is plotted for the chromatogram (shown in Fig. 11).
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Fig. 11. Parameter plots for data generated by the parcel matrix in Fig. 10. (a) Thek0(t) value changed from 8 to 0.8 whent511. (b) The
migration route turns downward with at /n slope ofk0(t)1 1. (c) Expanding ofs (t) andW (t) with time steps. (d) Mass profiles for then n

stationary (open circle), mobile (solid circle), and the total (triangle) phases whent58 (before thek0(t) change). The spatial distribution
appears to be fronting. (e) Mass profiles whent516 afterk0 drops to 0.8. The spatial distribution turns out to be quite symmetrical. (f)
Response recorded atn55. The peak appears att516 with a significant temporal tailing.

Under the linear isotherm, the migration speed four cases: fronting fork0(t)5 0.01, nearly
99(y (t)) is slow, to be Dn (t) /Dt 5y /(11 k )5 symmetrical for k0(t)5 0.2, and with a prolongedm p o

0.111. The mass patterns (e.g. whent520) show a tail fork0(t)5 1 and 2 (see Fig. 12, top right). The
reverse type tailing, with one ninth of the total mass temporal shifts (t 2t ) match exactly the scale ofrm r

in the mobile phase and the rest (eight ninths) in the 0.5k0(t ), as predicted.rm

stationary phase. If the initial isotherm remains The normalized overlapping of peaks (or residual
constant, then the mean residence time for the mass analysis) at the detector position (n510) when the
peak will be: t 5(1020.5)3(811)585.5; the mass center arrives (t 5t ) provides the clue torm rm

appearance of the peak on the temporal coordinate distinguish the spatial and temporal effects. For the
will be: t 5t 2 0.5k05 81.5. The retention time above four sets of peaks, the mapping centers wererm

would be too long to observe and the outcome peak chosen at parcel positions ofP(10,28), P(10,29),
shape will be very flat. P(10,34) andP(10,42). In Fig. 12, black circles mark

The changing of the isotherm is arranged att521, the normalized mobile-phase patterns, whereas open
and thek0(t) value is dropped from 8 to 0.01, 0.2, 1 circles mark the observed peaks.
and 2, respectively. The sudden dropping of thek0(t) Case 1 k0(t) value drops from 8 to 0.01 att521,
value alters the mass equilibrium between the and the mass peak arrives at the detector at
stationary and mobile phases. The migration routes t528. The total mass pattern att528
bend downward witht /n ratios of 1.01, 1.2, 2, and 3 remains almost the same fronting shape as
(see Fig. 12, top left). The mass retention times are that att520, but the mass fraction ratio for
shortened tot 528, 29, 34.5 and 42, respectively. the stationary and mobile phases changesrm

The outcome peak shapes are quite different for the from 8:1 to 1:100. The mass pattern is
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99Fig. 12. Demonstration of how the ‘‘isotherm change’’ will affect the peak formation for a compound having an initialk value of 8. (a)o

99The migration routes on then 3t matrix for a component if thek value is changed from 8 to 0.01, 0.2, 1 and 2, respectively att521. (b)o

The mass profiles att520 (before changing). Circle, dot and triangle represent the stationary, mobile and total mass patterns. (c) The
resultant chromatographic peaks observed by a detector atn510. (d) Case 1 (k0 changed to 0.01): the mass profile att528 is of a
fronting-type; the mobile phase-pattern matches perfectly the temporal image (marked as open cube), leaving no temporal distortion residual.
(e) Case 2 (k0 changed to 0.2): the mass profile att529 is still fronting; but is slightly less fronting for the temporal image. A very small
residual can be seen. (f) Case 3 (k0 changed to 1): the mass profile att534 becomes quite symmetrical, but the temporal image carries a
tail. The temporal distortion is identified by the residual plot. (g) Case 4 (k0 change to 2): the mass profile att542 is nearly Gaussian, and
the temporal tailing becomes obvious.

almost identical to the chromatographic (fronting-type) can be considered exclusive-
peak, and the residual analysis shows that ly ‘‘spatial’’.
there is almost no temporal distortion. The Case 2k0(t) drops to 0.2 and the mass center
skewness of the chromatographic peak arrives att529. The mass pattern is slightly
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fronting and the height is lower than it is in described as: logk0(t)~1/T. For simplicity, the
case 1. The fraction between the stationary relationship is assumed the same for all components.
and mobile phases is 1:5. When it is over- The setting of a program for the temperature eleva-
lapped on the chromatographic peak, a very tion can be stage-wise, continuous, or first a continu-
small residual can be seen. This temporal ous rising then a terminal stage to release those
distortion compensates for the spatial front- highly retarding compounds from the column.
ing fraction and the resultant outlook is Examples are given in Fig. 13 for four different

99quite symmetrical. components with initial dynamic partition ratiosko

Case 3k0(t) drops to 1 and the mass center arrives of 1, 5, 10 and 50, respectively. If these ratios were
att534.5. Since the parcel addresses are all kept unchanged throughout the operation, then only

99integers, the data column att534 is one peak (k 5 1) could be observed (t 539) for ao rm

plotted. The mass pattern turns out to be column (length520) within the 100 time-step dura-
quite symmetrical after the travel period tion.
between t521 and 34. The mass ratio When the temperature is changed twice (Fig. 13a)
between the stationary and mobile phases is att520 and 40, andk0(t) values are dropped to be

991:1, and thet /n ratio is 2. The recorder 1/2 and 1/4 of the initialk , the t /n slopes of theo

gives an obvious normal-type tailing. The migration routes for the four components change
temporal distortion is identified by the re- from the initial 2, 6, 11 and 51 to 1, 3, 5.5 and 25.5;
sidual curve analysis. then 0.5, 1.5, 2.75 and 12.25, respectively. The peaks

Case 4k0(t) drops to 2 and the mass center arrives are sharper in shape, appear earlier, and all carry a
at t542. The mass profiles are nearly normal-type tailing. A little hump is noticed at the
Gaussian, but viewed by the recorder to trailing edge of the first peak, marking the changing
have a tail. At at /n ratio of 3, the temporal point att540.
distortion becomes even more obvious in In the case of Fig. 13b, since thek0(t) values are
proportion. In contrast to case 1, the skew- changed continuously at a decay rate ofl50.05 (Eq.
ness of the chromatographic peak (pro- (13)), the mass migration routes become concave
longed tailing) may be considered exclu- curves. The finalk0(t) values when arriving at the
sively ‘‘temporal’’. detector (n520) are 0.23, 0.45, 0.52 and 0.58,

The shape of the residual curves for the latter two respectively. The correspondingt /n ratios become
cases (twisted like an earthworm) is very similar to 1.23, 1.45, 1.52 and 1.58. These slope values are
that previously reported for flow injection analysis much lower and lead to higher peak heights and
[10]. It has three crossing knots on the horizontal sharper looks. Also, the effect of temporal distortion
coordinate, which means that at least three points of is less significant and therefore all peaks look quite
the observed peak can be free from the temporal symmetrical.
distortion. However, it should be noted that the In many circumstances a terminal high tempera-

99expansion forces for the two techniques are different. ture is applied to rush out those highk valueo

In the present model the expanding is induced only compounds that are still bound to the column. A
by the retention behavior in the column, whereas for simulation is given in Fig. 13c, in which thek0(t)
FIA it is generated by diffusion. Nonetheless, the value is initially decreased at a decay rate of 0.05
resultant phenomena are similar. and then suddenly dropped to 1/100 and maintained

hereafter att550. This sudden change will not
affect the first peak which has already passed

4 .4. Simulating the temperature programming through the detector, but will accelerate the migra-
tion speeds of those that still are retained in the

In gas chromatography, the most effective way to column. It is noted that the second peak has a
reduce the apparent partition ratio would be the double-summit, one before the drastic temperature
increase of temperature. In general, the relationship change and one after. It gives the peak a blunt rising
between thek0(t) value and temperature can be edge and a sharp trailing edge, and thus can be
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Fig. 13. Temperature programming and how it affects thek0(t) values, migration routes and resultant peak shapes in gas chromatography.
Top row, the temperature is programmed to be (a) stage-wise increasing, (b) continuous increasing, and (c) continuous plus a terminal

99increasing. 2nd row, the change ofk0(t) for the four components with initialk values of 1, 5, 10 and 50, respectively. 3rd row, the masso

migration routes for the four components under various isotherms. Dashed line denotes the void position. Bottom row, the chromatogram
obtained atn520. Note that at the changing points some spikes might occur on the peak shoulder.

99regarded as a temporal fronting-type peak. The third the last peak (initialk 550), which ends at at /no

99peak, with an initialk 510, ends with ak0(t ) ratio of 1.08, giving a nearly Gaussian type peak.o rm

value of merely 0.016 or at /n slope of 1.016 when It is interesting to note that all 11 peaks shown in
it passes through the detector. The migration speed Fig. 13 are almost Gaussian in the spatial domain
(y 5 1/1.016y) reaches 98.4% of the flow speed of when arriving at the detector, regardless of them

the mobile solvent. At this speed the temporal change of the isotherm during the migration. There-
distortion is almost diminished, and the observed fore, the peak tailing, fronting, and even the doublet
peak shape is almost identical to the spatial pattern, are all spatially ‘‘false’’, as a result of the temporal
to be very symmetrical. The same situations apply to distortion effect.
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4 .5. Equations for migration routes under non- 1 2lt] 99linear isotherms n (t)50.51t 1 ln (k e 1 1)p ol

1Although the mass peak position can be calculated ] 992 ln (k 1 1) (38)olby Eq. (18) in a recursion manner on the parcel
matrix, it can also be expressed by migration route

The migration routes made by the above
equations depending on the conditions ofk0(t)

equation agree quite well with that obtained from the
programming.

parcel matrix, with very small deviations even when
(a) Whenk0(t) is changed in a stage-wise manner.

t is small (see Fig. 14).
If the changing ofk0(t) is made stage-wise withj

stages, and changing att , the position of thej

mass peak on then coordinate will be: 4 .6. Equations for zone width under non-linear
isotherms

1 1
]] ]]n (t)50.51 t 1 (t 2t )s dp 1 2 199 99k 1 1 k 1 11 2 The recursion calculation of the spatial zone width

(or standard deviation of a peak) as stated by Eq.1 . . . (33)
(15) can also be expressed as equations.

Accordingly, the general formula for program-
99ming with j stages each has ak value of:j

j (t 2t )j j21
]]]n (t)50.51O (34)S Dp 99k 11jj51

(b) Whenk0(t) is decreased following Eq. (12).
If the changing ofk0(t) values follows k0(t)5

99k (12lt), the migration route will be:o

t

1
]]]]]n (t)50.51E dt (35)p 99k (12lt)11o

0

or

1
]] 99 99n t 50.52 ln k 2lk t 1 1s d s dp o o99lko

1
]] 991 ln (k 1 1) (36)o99lko

(c) Whenk0(t) is decreased following Eq. (13).
If the changing of k0 value is decreased

exponentially (dk0 /dt 5 2l), the mass peak posi-
tion can be predicted approximately by the following

Fig. 14. Examples of using equations to predict (top) the migra-
equation: tion route, i.e. Eqs. (22), (34), (36), (38), and (bottom) the zone

broadening, i.e. Eqs. (24), (40), (42), (45), under various iso-t

99therms. The initialk values are 10 for all cases. The conditions1 o
]]]]n (t)50.51E dt (37) for thek0(t) programming are: (a) constant throughout, (b)k0(t) isp 2lt99k e 1 1o changed from 10 to 1 att540 and to 0.2 att580, (c) k0(t) is0

decreased with a linear decay constantl5 0.1, (d) k0(t) is
decreased with an exponential decay constantl50.1.or,
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]]]]]]]]](a) Whenk0(t) is changed in a stage-wise manner. 1 12 ]]]] ]]]99If the initial k value is changed inj stages s (t)5 s 1 2o n o 2lt 99l(k 11)99l(k e 1 1) oœ oduring the migration (att , t . . . each has a1 2

99 (45)k ), the resultant standard deviation will bej

accounted for by:
2ltWhen t is large enough or the e term

99ko2 2 approaches zero, the band width will no longer]]]s (t) 5s 1 tn o 2 199(k 11) expand and will converge to the square root of theo

99 99initial variance plus a boundary of [k /(k 1 1)] /l.o o99k1
]]] Under this circumstance, all, except the leading1 (t 2t )1 . . . (39)2 2 199(k 1 1)1 peaks (ont coordinate), will be almost identical with

the same zone width (see Fig. 14d).or,

j 99k 4 .7. Position of chromatographic peaksj212 2 ]]]s (t) 5s 1O t 2t (40)s dn o 2 j j2199(k 1 1)j51 j21 Under non-linear isotherms, the time for the mass
peak to migrate to the end of a column of lengthN(b) Whenk0(t) is decreased following Eq. (12).
(t ) is quite difficult to calculate directly by a singleIf k0(t) is programmed to be decreasing rm

equation (e.g. solving Eqs. (34), (36) or (38) fortcontinuously in a linear trend witht, i.e. k0(t)5 rm

whenn (t )5N), but it can be estimated graphical-99k (12lt) and 0#lt #1: p rmo
ly on the matrix. The time for the appearance of the

t

chromatographic peak ont coordinate (t ) is then99k (12lt) ro2 2 ]]]]]s (t) 5s 1E dt (41)n o 2 calculated byt 2 0.5k0(t ). In most non-linearrm rm99(k (12lt)1 1)o0 cases it can be neglected because the finalk0(t ) isrm

dropped to almost zero when arriving at the detectingthen,
point.

12 2 ]]F 99 99s (t) 5s 2 ln (k 2lk t 1 1)n o o o99lk 4 .8. Peak width on t coordinateo

1
]]]]]1 Like under the linear isotherms the standardG99 99k 2lk t 11o o deviation of a chromatographic peak for a column

1 1 length ofN is accounted for by:s (t )5 (k0(t )1t rm rm]] ]]991 ln (k 11)1 (42)F Go99 99lk k 1 1 1)s (t ). The peak widthW (t ) equals 4s (t ).o o n rm t rm t rm

Under non-linear isotherms, the extent of peak
(c) Whenk0(t) is decreased following Eq. (13). distortion is dependent on the zone broadening rate,

If k0(t) is programmed to be decreasing i.e. Ds (t ) /Dt. Therefore when the finalk0(t )n m rmcontinuously in an exponential trend, i.e.k0(t)5 drops to near zero, the temporal distortion effect can2lt99k e , then:o be very small. However, sincek0(t) is still decreas-
t ing before and after arriving at the detector, a small2lt99k eo2 2 fronting distortion will still occur.]]]]s (t) 5s 1E dt (43)n o 2lt 299(k e 11)o0

4 .9. Asymmetry transformation on a chromatogram
The solution for this integration will be:

In separating a group of compounds, the chro-1 12 2lt 21 212 ] ]99 99s t 5s 1 (k e 1 1) 2 (k 11)s d matogram may comprise of many peaks with variousn o o ol l
shapes. The leading peaks usually appear with

(44)
prolonged tails, which are followed by several

or, groups of peaks. Some are fronting, while others
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have irregular shapes or doublets, and some are decrease exponentially at a decay ratel50.05; (3)
nearly symmetrical. In the terminal stage, the last aftert5201, l becomes 0.25.
peaks may have significant fronting tails, which In the linear stage (t50–50), the leading peaks
sometimes exhibit even narrower peak widths and appear with prolonged tails as expected. By compar-
higher heights. When these happen, it would be very ing the spatial patterns with chromatographic peaks,
puzzling for analysts to explain why and how the it is proven that the spatially-induced tailing fraction
peak asymmetry is transformed from ‘‘tailing’’ to is large at the beginning but gradually decreasing
‘‘fronting’’. with time; whereas the temporally-induced tailing

With the aid of the k0(t) programming, it is fraction is small at the beginning, but is gradually
possible to create such patterns on the parcel matrix. increasing. Att551 when the isotherm has been
Firstly, the peak shape of each component is gener- changed, the spatial patterns in the column maintain
ated individually; then, all peaks are overlapped or a Gaussian shape, but the temporal peak shape
combined to compose a complete chromatogram. transforms from tailing to fronting. When the ex-

An example is given in Fig. 15. A short column ponential isotherm becomes stable, the peaks that
(N510) is used to separate a group of 18 com- appear duringt5100–200 are all identical in shape,

99ponents assumed to have initialk values of 0.2, 0.5, width and height, with a very slight temporal front-o

1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000, 3000, ing (so small that they all look like Gaussian curves).
5000, 10 000 and 30 000, respectively. The isotherm Near the second changing point (t5201), the tempo-
has been programmed in three stages: (1)t50–50, rally-induced fronting effect occurs again, then fades
all k0(t) are constant; (2)t 5 51–200, all k0(t) rapidly. In the terminal stage, the peaks appear with

slight fronting, which is mainly due to the retardation
99of those highk components. The temporal distor-o

tion effect becomes negligible at the end of the
chromatogram as the finalk0(t) values are very
small.

The fronting caused by the temporal distortion
effect may be small under ‘‘stable’’ non-linear
isotherms, but can be very obvious near the drastic
changing points.

4 .10. Graphical display of the asymmetrical
fractions

The peak asymmetry can be expressed by dividing
the peak width into two sections at the rising and
trailing sides of a peak (Fig. 16). For example, on
the longitudinal coordinate,W 5 a 1 b. The massn

pattern is symmetrical whena equalsb; and vice
versa. Similarly, the width of a chromatographic
peak can be expressed asW 5 a91 b9. The peakt

shape is symmetrical whena95 b9, has a prolonged
Fig. 15. Transformation of peak asymmetry on a chromatogram tail whena9, b9, and is fronting whena9. b9. The
as illustrated by a non-linear 103250 parcel matrix programmed contribution of the spatial and temporal tailing
to have three-stage isotherms. The exponential decay constant (l) fractions can be identified by comparing thea, b, a9
is 0 duringt50–50, changes to 0.05 duringt551–200, then 0.25

and b9 sections along the migration route at a givenafter t5201. Eighteen components are demonstrated with initial
column lengthN (marked by a horizontal dashed line99k values of 0.2, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 300, 500,o

1000, 3000, 5000, 10 000 and 30 000, respectively. in Fig. 16).
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Fig. 16. Basic peak shapes that were generated by the parcel matrix. The peak widths onn andt coordinates (W andW ) are divided inton t

the leading and trailing sectors, i.e.W 5 a 1 b andW 5 a91 b9. The migration routes and zone boundaries are shown on the left, whereasn t

the mass patterns and resultant chromatographic peaks are shown on the right. Conditions for the eight cases (a)–(h), refer to text.

99In general, eight basic types of peaks can be (a) If the initialk is very small, the mass peak haso

identified by the parcel matrix model. Only two a sharp rising edge and a prolonged trailing edge
types are related to the spatial reasons, whereas the (a , b). When it arrives at the detector, the
rest are all induced by the temporal distortion effect. projected temporal image maintains a similar
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pattern, i.e.a9, b9, k0(t )¯0, a9¯ a andb9¯ aftert . The peak is fronting and a doublet mayrm rm

b. The temporal distortion is insignificant. occur.
99(b) If the initial k is very large, the mass peak will In a real situation, the spatial and temporalo

have a blunt rising edge and a sharp trailing edge asymmetry fractions may co-exist (also see the
(a . b). It migrates slowly in the column and example in Fig. 15). A peak observed can be more

99will appear in the terminal stage when thek skewed or less skewed depending on the location ofo

value is dropped suddenly to almost zero (mark- the observation and how the finalk0(t) or slope
ed by a vertical dashed line in Fig. 16). In this becomes when arriving at the detecting point.
circumstance, the migration slope turns to 1:1,
and the temporal image reflects the real spatial

4 .11. Approximation by Gaussian equations under
asymmetrical pattern. Thus,a9. b9, k0(t )¯ 0,rm non-linear isotherms
a9¯ a andb9¯ b, a spatial fronting tail without
any temporal distortion.

Apart from the type (a) and (b) peaks shown in
(c) Under linear isotherms the migration route is

Fig. 16, all other types of peak are spatially
linear, and the mass pattern is kept symmetrical

symmetrical. Thus, the total mass pattern can be
(a 5 b). While arriving at the detector, the tem-

approximated by the same Gaussian equation as
poral image is skewed (a9, b9). This asymmetry

shown in Section 3.6, i.e. Eq. (25). To do this, the
occurs as an expanding of the peak width on

term n (t) in Eq. (25) should be replaced by eitherpboth edges are in different slopes. The peak
one of Eqs. (34), (36), or (38); the terms (t) shouldnwidth expands following W 5W (k01 1);t n also be substituted by corresponding Eqs. (40), (42)

whereasa9 is slightly smaller thana(k01 1); b0
or (45). The equation for the mobile-phase mass

is slightly larger thanb(k01 1), and a small
pattern is obtained by further multiplying by a factor

temporal shift of peak position occurs.
of 1/(k0(t )1 1). The value for k0(t ) can berm rm(d) Under non-linear isotherms, when highk0(t)
obtained either from the matrix or from Eq. (12) or

value is decreased gradually to almost zero at the
(13). Although the final equation may become very

detection point. Spatiallya 5 b; temporallya95
large and complicated, it can still be displayed in a

b9. Since k0(t )¯ 0, a9¯ a, b9¯ b, the peakrm step-by-step manner on the computer spreadsheet.
appears like a Gaussian curve and the temporal

For a chromatographic peak, the equation for the
distortion is minimal.

mobile-phase mass pattern (Eq. (27)) is further
(e) Same as above, thek0(t) value is dropping

treated by a convolution process [10]. This temporal-
continuously but not so low as to reach zero. On

ly convoluted equation,m (t), which is still in amthe spatial coordinate the sample zone is Gaus-
Gaussian form, can generate all the temporally-in-

sian, but on the temporal coordinate it has a
duced asymmetrical peaks as shown in Fig. 15.

fronting shape, i.e.a 5 b; a9. b9.
(f) Under linear or non-linear isotherms, when

k0(t ) is not zero, but a sudden change of 4 .12. Comparison with previous studiesrm

isotherm takes place when half of the sample
zone has passed through the detector, i.e. the The general reasons for the peak asymmetry found
changing point is att . At the peak summit,a in Section 4.10 are quite different from those de-rm

still equalsb, but a9 is larger thanb9. A fronting scribed in textbooks [2,8]. In the past, the non-linear
peak appears. It should be noted that the station- isotherms were thought to be mainly responsible for
ary phase mass will be released to mobile phase, the skewness. Thus, Langmuir type isotherms will
leading to a peak jump att . lead to a normal-type peak tailing, whereas anti-rm

(g) Similar to case (f), but the changing point is Langmuir type isotherms will cause a reverse-type or
slightly before t . The peak shape is still peak fronting. However, using the parcel matrixrm

fronting (a9. b9), and it appears like the combi- model, normal-type peak tailings can occur under a
nation of two different peak segments. linear isotherm, not necessarily only for the Lang-

(h) Similar to case (f), but the changing point is muir type. Also, fronting peaks can be generated
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under a non-linear or Langmuir isotherm, not neces- With the aid of a computer spreadsheet (e.g. Mi-
sarily only when using an anti-Langmuir type. crosoft Excel), the performance of the parcel model

For solving and simulating asymmetrical peaks, becomes very easy. Students benefit by learning the
many analysts favor the use of an exponentially chromatographic behaviors and peak formations
modified Gaussian function (EMG) [5]. However, without prior knowledge of the van Deemter or
the concept of EMG is established on the assumption diffusion equations. The author strongly suggests
that the variance is in proportion to the travel that this might be an alternative method for chroma-
distance or retention time. This is correct on the tography education.
spatial coordinate, but irrelevant for the temporal
appearance. Therefore the EMG functions can be
used to simulate mass distribution profiles rather than A cknowledgements
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